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Pixar Animation Studio's 13th animated feature film, Brave, is an epic adventure set in the rugged

and mysterious Highlands of Scotland. Determined to carve her own path in life, a skilled archer

named Princess Merida defies a sacred age-old custom - and inadvertently unleashes a beastly

curse upon the kingdom. To set things right, Merida embarks on a perilous quest and discovers the

meaning of true bravery. Brave retells the whole exciting story!
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My 5 year old is a pretty strong reader. She wanted a book on Brave but I wanted something slightly

more challenging than the numerous picture books they have out. This book was PERFECT for her.

It kept her interest and compelled her to finish each chapter. She loved it and I was pleased with the

writing in the book. It had just enough new vocabulary words to keep her interested without

becoming overwhelming for her.

I didn't read the age for this book as it is for someone older then my 5 year old. With no picture to

look at as I read, she fell asleep quickly. Finally a Disney Princess that dosen't get married. So this

will be read more than the others.

I'm reading this to my 7 year old daughter (she will usually read a few pages then turn it over to me

to read a few chapters), and it's a good book - entertaining enough. Seems to be pretty true to the

movie. I didn't see the movie, but she did, and she frequently pipes up "Oh, I remember this part!".



She's enjoying it, so I guess it's a success.

Fairly accurate rendition of the movie, and I like how they tried to write the words as they should be

pronounced. This would be a good bedtime story to read a chapter to your little one each nite before

bedtime.

I may be an adult, but I loved this movie so much that not only have I bought the soundtrack and

trying to get a digital copy on iTunes, but I also bought this for my Kindle. It may be a book for kids,

but I loved it so much and I can barely put it down. I haven't seen the movie in so long and the book

made my memory of the movie better than I remembered it to be. For anyone who loves this film,

child or not, I would recommend this!

My daughter is always looking for something to read. She enjoys reading these books and other

that Disney brings out before a movie (gives her a heads up on the story).She just loves to read and

this was fun.

My daughter was so looking forward to the movie so I bought the book for her, as well, for her

birthday.The movie was a bit scary for her (she was 7 when she saw it). It was visually stunning for

me, as an adult, but the imagery and the theme, taken together, was a bit too much for my

daughter.That said, the book was terrific. She read it over and over and even illustrated her own

interpretation of the story (much less scary that than the movie's interpretation).I'm glad that I

bought it - and more importantly, so is she!

Love these Disney movie "novels" perfect for the reluctant reader. My 9 year old can easily read the

whole book, and since she knows the story just keeps reading. Great to reinforce reading to your lil

Disney fans.
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